
The idea of being “en route” grows from the premise that 
peoples and places are interwoven in a complex 
relationship. The geographic focus of this workshop is a 
small portion of the traditional homelands of the Lakota 
people. We will go “en route” to prominent Lakota places 
within the boundaries of the 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty,  
including Mato Paha (Bear Butte), Cankpe Opi (Wounded 
Knee), Wasun Niya (Wind Cave) and Pe Sla (Reynolds 
Prairie), to name a few, as well as artworks that depict 
Lakotas and more generally, American Indians. 

The overarching intention of the workshop structure is to 
encourage critical thinking about the intersections of 
Lakota history, culture, land and art on the one hand, and 
non-Lakota perspectives of important places and events 
in the Lakota homelands on the other. In so doing, we are 
striving for a more nuanced awareness of the broader 
historical and contemporary relationships between 
American Indians and non-Indians, through an 
experience of Lakota arts, land, and culture.

W O R K S H O P  
D E S C R I P T I O N

E N  R O U T E  
L A K O T A L A N D S  &  I N D I A N  A R T S

This is not a tour. You are not a tourist. This is a traveling 
workshop more like a college course. During the three 
days together one goal is that you should sit in every row 
on the bus and not sit beside the same person twice. You 
will conduct “interviews” with your seatmates, watch film 
clips, listen to presentations, participate in group 
discussions and have time to complete written 
assignments. Of course, you will also have some time to 
observe the landscape passing beyond the bus windows.

M E T H O D  
O F  I N S T R U C T I O N

SAVE THE DATE FOR A SERIES OF TRAVELING 
WORKSHOPS ON NATIVE LANDS & ARTS IN 2019  

Arts South Dakota is excited to partner with CAIRNS 
(Center for American Indian Research and Native Studies) 
to offer discounted rates on either of a pair of 3-day 
traveling workshops led by CAIRNS educators on Native 
Lands & Arts, to take place in the summer of 2019. 

The first workshop, described here, will focus on Lakota 
lands and arts, traveling out of Rapid City on June 
24-26. A later workshop will focus on Dakota lands and 
arts, traveling out of Brookings on August 5-7. 

More information, including registration process, 
housing, deadlines, and cost, will be available very soon. 

Please contact Andrew Reinartz with Arts South Dakota to 
be put onto a notification list to be the first to know when 
this exciting opportunity is available! 

Andrew@ArtsSouthDakota.org          info@nativecairns.org  
(605) 252-5979                                               (605) 685-6484  
artssouthdakota.org                                        nativecairns.org


